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3 WORDS FOR TANGO

Carlos Enrique Maturano (El Tordo) - Austria
My second nature. Tango is a way, a walk from inside. It’s difficult to dance tango when the souls are 
small, when it is for money is difficult. If not...it’s so easy. It’s a cultural miracle.

Heide Schmollgruber - Austria
When I began to dance tango my life changed: healthy style, healthy life, happiness, all of that.  

Laszlo Budai - Hungary 
Life, therapy, friends. 

Marianna Patsarika - France
For me tango is the dance of the couple. It represents all the difficulties, all the happiness that you can 
have, by communicating with someone, or a means of communication, it is a dance of improvising, and it 
is like a dialogue.

Dimitris Biskas – France 
For me what is important in tango is the embrace, through the embrace the communication is established 
for the couple, through the embrace you can express all the emotions ... when I went for the first time to a 
milonga it was the embrace that made me fall in love with this dance. 

Emanuela Benagiano e Michele Lobefaro – Italy
For us, tango is a lifestyle. Ten years ago we had our first approach to tango and for a moment we set 
everything apart to dedicate ourselves exclusively to this beautiful dance, and it is a continuous discovery 
because it continually raises emotions and the more you deepen your knowledge the more you fall in love. 
So for us tango is our life because we have fortunately made out of this passion our job, we are very lucky.

Foto Anca Ionescu 

“This beautiful project of the European Commission 
is a recognition of the artistic and competitive 
merits of an exceptional cultural product, but also 
a confirmation of the social model that tango offers. 
The passion for tango along with the sport ambition, 
the fair play spirit and an effective exchange of good 
practice among the European countries participating 
in the project is the main bet of this aspiring project, 
premiere in Europe and Romania, “ 

Anca-Maria Ionescu, 
President of the Association for Culture and Tango.
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“Tango for all” project has been created out of the passion 

for tango of 12 tango teachers from 5 countries that wanted 

to make out of tango a national and international sport/dance 

and promote better its benefits.  

Our project lasted 12 months and has involved 6 NGOs from 

5 European countries. 

The problem identified by the members of our consortium 

was that: Tango is a niche dance, that doesn’t have the same 

privileges as other sports and doesn’t reach all the segments 

of population. 

The “Tango for all” project has been a first in Europe, as it 

has put together different countries, with different models of 

business in tango that shared good practices and analyzed 

the interest of the European tango community in the formation 

of an international organization, in the form of an international 

federation. In this way we have developed standards of good 

governance in this niche dance: tango. 

The specific objectives of the project were: 

• Increase the participation in tango courses in the partner 

countries; 

• Development of a case study on tango teachers, tango 

dancers and public opinion; 

• Development of skills and competences of 12 members 

Tango for all project presentation
Period: 02.05.2016 – 01.11.2017
Period of the main event: 9 – 18 September
Locations where the project was implemented: Romania, Austria, France, Hungary, Italy.  

of the consortium and about 30 tango teachers from 

Romania in the Good governance in tango.  

The main activity of the project was the “Tango for all” Event in 

Bucharest that lasted 9 days and had the following program: 

an opening ceremony, an international seminar: Tango for all 

Teacher’s Seminar Day in Bucharest, an Open Tango Doors 

Day, an Outdoor Tango Event, the Tango for All Seminar 

that put the basis of an European/International Federation of 

Argentine Tango, and a closing ceremony.

The project involved 12 tango teachers from the participant 

countries, about 300 people at the opening and closing 

conferences, about 2000 participants at the Tango for all 

Event. 

The main products of our project were: 

• A Good practices in tango booklet, 

• A draft for the status of a Tango Federation, 

• A research about the good practices in tango in the 

partner countries. 

The direct beneficiaries of the project are: about 2000 

participants - tango dancers and teachers from the 5 

countries, the large public made of all the age groups that 

benefited from our free tango classes and events. 

 The project lasted 18 months! 

Tango business models in Europe 

At present there are two strategies for the tango community 

development, and both can be found in Europe and beyond: 

A profit business model: the most basic level, is represented 

by a tango instructor or teaching couple from the community 

who teach regularly scheduled tango classes. There are 

a small number of community based tango instructors, as 

opposed to traveling tango instructors, who derive the majority 

of their income from promotion of tango in other places. Most 

community based tango instructors also host milongas, which 

typically provide some additional income. Under the Profit Model, 

in many if not most cases, visiting tango instructors are also 

invited under the sponsorship of community based instructors. 

Tango weekends with visiting instructors, particularly popular 

Argentine instructors, are an important means of generating 

additional income because higher prices can be charged for 

instruction, and as well for the milongas associated with tango 

weekends. Tango weekends can also be a social magnet 

because they attract more dancers from within and beyond 

the community, thereby creating a financially successful social 

event. Providing a fun environment and opportunities for social 

interaction may take precedence over learning. This recognizes 

that for many dance students their primary motivation for taking 

dance classes is to meet other dancers and enjoy the in-class 

interaction, and thus this may be a wise economic decision. 

The profit model usually concentrates itself on the 25-50 age 

category as an active category in financial terms. 

Some of these tango enterprises have been unsuccessful lately 

due to the inability to maintain a critical mass. On the other hand, 

if numerous tango event organizers persist in their efforts to host 

events despite low attendance, the community as a whole will 

have a collection of tango events with low attendance, which will 

have a negative impact on the recruitment of new dancers.

The greatest threat to community growth in Romania and also 

around Europe, in a competitive environment has already occurred 

as the competition between tango organizers has descended to 

the personal level, with disparaging remarks made about other 

organizers. This will soon create an overall hostile environment 

that can lead to intra-community strife, and this hostility may be 

perceived by new dancers, who may not want to enter into a 

hostile social environment.

The Non-profit (Democratic) Model - involves the 

establishment of a group organization (typically a community or 

university social club) that focuses on sponsoring tango activities. 

Members volunteer time in the planning and execution of tango 

events and typically receive a discount for their participation. 

Income from sponsored activities needs to meet costs, but any 

profit is accumulated in the group treasury and is used to plan 

future events. This model can also address the young and the 

elderly people. 

What this project seeks to do is to promote a third model – a 

cultural model for the development of the Tango Community, that 

has as its goal the creation of an environment that incorporates 

as much as possible the tango cultural practices, and that 

address also the young and the elderly category of people. In 

order to reinforce the connection with Argentine tango culture, it 

is important for dancers in a community to feel a connection with 

a social group that engages in tango activities that incorporate 

practices associated with this culture. Under the Non-profit Model 

for a tango community, there is an organizational structure that 

incorporates democratic principles of operation, which functions 

in part to give group members a sense of belonging to the group.

A democratically run non-profit tango organization is capable of 

promoting Argentine tango culture, if the group is committed in 

its organizational documents (i.e., constitution) to sustain and 

promote Argentine tango culture.
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The National Tango Academy of the Republic of Austria 

and the European Tango School are the representatives in 

Europe of the National Tango Academy of the Republic of 

Argentina.

Some of the basic purposes of the creation of the European 

Tango School is teaching styles of Tango Dance and ensure 

purity, prevent distortion of its essence, certify graduates, 

boost their continuous research and development, etc. Its 

headquarters are in Salzburg, its general activities in Vienna, 

and practices its mission across Europe as well as keeps 

growing general contacts and share activities with the rest of 

the world.

Carlos E. Maturano is native of Buenos Aires, Argentina, 

European resident, formed in the art of tango dance in 

Buenos Aires, Argentina, since 2012 President of the National 

Tango Academy of Austria with headquarters in Salzburg, 

corresponding to the Academia Nacional del Tango de la 

República Argentina and Director of the “European Tango 

School” with headquarters in Salzburg, Austria, created by 

the president of the National Tango Academy of the Argentine 

Republic Horacio Ferrer; Academic Corresponding Member 

of the “National Tango Academy of the Argentine Republic” 

by Resol. CD0013 / 2007. Maestro Carlos Enrique Maturano 

Luissi - has expertise in pedagogy, tango history, tango 

techniques, tango music and he has knowledge on the 

creation of tango curriculum. 

Presentation of the National Tango Academy 
of the Republic of Austria

Mag. Heide Schmollgruber - Vicepresident 1rst. of the 

Academy and Tango Teacher.

Tango for all events in Austria

Initial Conference, on 11/June/2016, Arena City Hotel 

Salzburg and Markussaal Salzburg

Kick off meeting, conference, and performances of the 

participating couples and Milonga.

1st local event, 01/Jul/16, Markussaal Salzburg

Information and propaganda for the Tango Week in Romania. 

Workshops and Milonga.

2nd local event, 20/Aug/16, Markussaal Salzburg

Information and propaganda for the Tango Week in Romania. 

Workshops and Milonga. Performance of a professional 

couple from Argentina.

3rd local event, 27/Aug./16, Markussaal Salzburg

Information and propaganda for the Tango Week in Romania. 

Workshops and Milonga.

4th local event, 02/Sept/16, Markussaal Salzburg

Information and propaganda for the Tango Week in Romania. 

Workshops and Milonga.

Final Conference 
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Good practices in Austria

The official founding of the National Tango Academy of the 

Republic of Austria took place on May 11, 2012, in Salzburg. 

The organisation has different activities: workshops directed 

by Maestro Carlos, participation in different conferences 

about Tango dance styles in Europe and beyond (mainly in 

Argentina); international presentations about the benefits of 

tango worldwide; performances; interventions at international 

Congresses in different Universities worldwide.

What differentiates the National Tango Academy of the 

Republic of Austria from other associations and tango schools 

in Europe is the experience in the institutional tango events 

organization: cultural events, tango classes – history, culture, 

styles that helped the entire Tango for all team to become 

aware of the patrimony of tango and its values. 

Among the good practices of the National Tango Academy of 

the Republic of Austria and the European Tango School are:

• United Nations “Club de Tango” – tango classes for UN 

Organization (Viena)

• Official Tango Workshops where dancers can take their 

certificate of Maestro in Tango Dance of the Escuela 

Europea de Tango (Academia Nacional del Tango de la 

República de Austria corresponding to the Academia 

Nacional del Tango de la República Argentina).

• Production of shows and tango movies: Tango Eterno 

(Eternal Tango) produced in 2013 by Sina Moser, 

Academic Member of Academia Nacional del Tango de 

la República de Austria.

• Collaboration with art museums, universities, embassies 

worldwide

Tango Dance courses available at the European Tango School are: 

• One level is for social dancers, which are not professional 

dancers 

• Another level is for those who want an official certificate of 

suitability or competence not in all the career but in some 

Tango Dance styles 

• Another is for those who want the diploma of the entire 

career

The subjects of study are divided into “Academic Units” and 

in order to pass a subject the students must pass all units. 

These subjects are:

• Tango: social, orillero, conyengue, milonguero, salon, 

contemporary, fantasy-stage.

• Milonga: orillera, de salon, de contratiempos, traspié, 

temprana, interpretation of orchestras and musicality.

• Vals: criollo (Crossed Style ) 

• Pedagogy: Tango History, women technique, male 

technique, musicality – organisation of the tango music 

for tango DJs. 

Passing all courses you get the Certificate of Maestro in Tango 

Dance of the Escuela Europea de Tango (Academia Nacional 

del Tango de la República de Austria corresponding to the 

Academia Nacional del Tango de la República Argentina).
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Dimitris and Mariana is a couple that shares its passion and love for 

dancing and for the argentine tango. After studying other dances, 

they were attracted by the Argentine Tango for its physical, 

mental, and spiritual communication. They live and teach in Paris 

and Lille, while studying dance and participating in festivals and 

workshops all around Europe. Their purpose and idea of tango 

is based on the equal relation between partners trying to find a 

better contact and communication via the embrace of tango.

Dimitris Biskas has been dancing at a professional level, 

Standard and Latin Dances from the age of 10, winning twice 

the championship in Greece in the Junior and Youth Category 

(2001 and 2006 respectively) and obtaining also the teacher’s 

license “Dance Club International”. In 2006 he discovered the 

Argentine Tango and since then he has been dedicated to 

tango as a teacher and performer taking part in many festivals 

around Europe. He also passed the exams IDTA (International 

Dance Teacher’s Association) at the Argentine tango. Nowadays, 

he is attending the Master ‘Conception and direction of cultural 

projects’ in the university of Nouvelle Sorbonne Paris III.

Mariana Patsarika  started dancing classical and contemporary 

ballet at the early age of 4 and she has studied classical ballet in 

Thessaloniki, in Greece. During her formation she has also been 

taught traditional European dances, Jazz, Latin Dances and she 

has participated in many performances of classical repertory in 

local theatres. She dances as a professional dancer and she 

teaches the Argentine Tango since 2007, performing in numerous 

events and Tango festivals in Greece and also in Europe. 

Presentation of the Association Mouvements 
Dansés - Tango Mon Amour

Nowadays, Mariana is attending a formation of contemporary 

dance in the famous center of dance R.I.D.C., former dance 

academy of dancer and choreographer Dominique Dupuy.

Tango for all events in France

Initial Conference, 23/06/2016, Artic Studio, Paris

Conference for launching the Tango for All project 

1st local event, 26/06/2016, Salle des fêtes de Fives, Lille 

Milonga in association with Sous les Marronniers

2nd local event, 10/07/2016, Re-Corps Studio, Paris

Milonga with live Solo Tango Orchestra in association with La 

Dolce Vita Tango

3rd local event, 03-04/09/2016, Initiation workshops, 

Théâtre de la Danse, PARIS, 

with Tango Mon Amour Paris

4th local event - 08/09/2016, Initiation workshops, La 

Platière, Lyon

with Tango Mon Amour Lyon

Final Conference
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Claudio Forte & Barbara Carpino are choreographers, teachers 

and professional dancers of Argentinian Tango. 

Since childhood they started to dance standard and Latin dances.

 

In 2001, the turning point of their career was seeing in the 

television the movie “The Tango Lesson” by Sally Potter, they 

loved this beautiful art, very different from what they were used 

and studied it for several years. Since then they are dedicated 

heart and soul to learn this dance, always trying to have their 

own personal vision of Tango,trying to create dialogue techniques 

acquired in the past with the freedom and imagination of this 

wonderful art. In September 2004, they opened their Academy 

of Tango, the first in their city, the Paladanze Syracuse.

In 2005 they participated in the MUNDIAL DE TANGO in Buenos 

Aires, where they reached the final in both the category Salon 

and Escenario.

Presentation of A.S.D. CLAUDIO & BARBARA 

Tango for all events in Italy

28-Jun-16,  Organisation Initial Press Conference in Italy 

02-Jul-16, Organisation of the 1st and 2nd event in Italy 

13-Aug-16, Organisation of the 3rd event in Italy 

20-Aug-16, Organisation of the 4th event in Italy

Final Conference
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The Argentine Tango Dance Theatre Association was founded 

in 2004. The main purpose of the association is teaching and 

promoting the argentine Tango as a dance and culture as well.

László Budai is a dancer and choreographer, dance teacher 

at the University of Hungarian Dance School and Theatre 

and Film Arts teacher, organizer of domestic and international 

tango festivals, twice the Argentine Tango World Champion, 

Budai Tango Club director and president of the Argentine 

Tango Dance Association. 

Andrea and Laszlo are acknowledged nationally and 

internationally as tango dancers and teachers. They both tried 

several dance types. Laszlo has a long past as a competitor 

of different dances in world championships. (He is two times 

IDO tango world champion (2003, 2004).

They are performers in the National Dance Theatre. (Laszlo 

since 2000, Andrea since 2009), they are organizers of the 

festivals of the Association, and they organize different tango-

related projects.

Tango for all events in Hungary 

Initial Conference, 12/08/2016, BudaiTangoClub, 

Budapest, Hungary 

We informed the media (newspaper and radio) and the 

students of Budai Tango Club about the Tango for all project 

and about the European Week of Sport/Tango in Bucharest.

Presentation of Argentin Tangó Táncszínház 
Közhasznú Egyesület/ Argentine Tango 

1st local event 13-19/ 06/2016, Siófok, Hungary 

Tango camp and milonga. 

2nd local event  04-11/07/2016, Rovinj, Croatia

Tango camp and milonga.  

3rd local event  28-31/07/2016, Keszthely, Hungary

Tango camp and milonga. 

4th local event 05/08/2016, Várkert Bazár, 

Budapest, Hungary

We organised a Tango show and an opened class for totally 

beginners. We also invited another couple of the project for 

the tango show in order to introduce them to the public. After 

the show, we invited the audience to learn the basics of tango 

and we spoke about the events of the Tango for all project. 

Final Conference - Budapest, Hungary

We invited the students of our tango school and other schools, 

and also members of media. We spoke about the project and 

the importance of this kind of events, in an interactive ‘talk-

show’. 

“The interactive “talk-show” was a really good program for the 

people as they could ask questions and we could compare 

the project with other tango events worldwide”. 

Andrea Pirity – Hungary  

Good practices in Hungary

• national and international tango festivals in Budapest

• international tango championships in Budapest

• tango theatre shows

• Tango Balls (Easter, Pentecost and Christmas Ball), 

Summer Tango Camps, Milongas, Practicas/ Club for 

beginners. 

• tango flash mobs 

• tango courses for blind people
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A.C.T. is an NGO that was established in 2012, as a result of a 

project made by an informal group of young people with Youth 

in Action Program. The mission of the association declared 

in the organization status is to promote the Argentine tango 

Presentation of Asociatia pentru Cultura si Tango

as “Intangible Cultural Asset”, registered in the list of ‘World 

Heritage’ as it personifies the cultural diversity, dialogue and 

represents the essence of a community. 

Asociatia Academia de Tango Argentinian was founded in 2015 

with the aim of improving the quality and quantity of cultural 

dance events, to develop the argentinian tango in Romania 

as an artistic and social phenomenon, to promote the tango 

artists in Romania. Asociatia Academia de Tango Argentinian 

Tango for all events in Romania

Initial Conference, 13 July 2016, 

InfoEuropa Center, Bucharest

The initial conference of the project was held in partnership with 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Romania

The conference ended with a tango demonstration offered by 

Lucian Stan and Raluca Aldea, from Asociatia Academia de 

Tango Argentinian, Romania, partners in the project and co-

organizers of the European Week of Tango in Romania. 

Presentation of Asociatia
Academia de Tango Argentinian

main activities are: collaboration with public bodies which are 

interested in our objectives; organisation of exchanges with 

other associations in the country and abroad; organisation of 

cultural events, festivals, conferences, workshops and related 

connex arts - movement, sports, music, theater etc.

 

The 4 local events in Romania were organized in Bucharest 

by Asociatia Academia de Tango Argentinian on: 30 July, 

10 August, 13 August, 3 September in a dance studio. The 

events were organized in partnership with other tango schools 

from all over Romania and gathered about 400 dancers of all 

levels and tango teachers.   

Main event
EUROPEEN WEEK OF SPORT/TANGO
9 – 18 September, Bucharest
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Good practices in Romania

The good practices that have brought A.C.T. credibility, 

sustainability and great impact in Romania are:

• Delivery of free tango classes for all the students 

interested in Bucharest and Craiova, in partnership with 

the University of Bucharest and the Students ‘House in 

Bucharest and Craiova. 

• Delivery of free tango evenings with film projections 

and tango live demonstrations in partnership with The 

Cervantes Institute in Bucharest

• Organisation of tango shows with live music for 

encouraging the debut of tango dancers in the tango 

stage domain. 

• Making of entrepreneurship classes for the students that 

frequent our University Tango Club, for rising their chance 

for a good job 

• Partnership with more than 15 tango schools from 

Romania in the Tango for all project

• Very good relations with cultural institutions and the 

Embassy of Argentina in Romania

• Writing and implementing financed projects from EU and 

national grants

• Obtaining IT grants in order to raise our visibility and reach 

all over the world (E.g.: A.C.T. is a part of Google Grants 

Pro Program and Google Growth Engine Ambassadors 

Program)

• Train the trainers’ classes for the members of the University 

Tango Club that are interested to develop their career in 

this domain. 

• Activities related to the institutionalization of tango in 

Romania and beyond (our dream is to create a tango 

curriculum/joint Master Degree in Tango). 

The Association Academia de Tango Argentinian is distinguished 

from other NGOs and tango schools in Romania by:

• Lucian Stan & Raluca Aldea - in a very short period of time 

they became some of the most well known Romanian tango 

dancers and teachers. They have reached the final in Tango 

Escenario and semifinal in Tango Salon at the European 

Tango Championship in Cervia, Italy, 2016. They have also 

won the Championship in Tango Escenario in UK in 2017. 

• From 2015 the association organizes Tango Therapy 

lessons – Dr. Frederico Pablo Trossero method. 

• Organisation of national and international tango festivals 

• Organisation of national tango caravans for promoting the 

Argentinian tango: Sibiu, Iasi, etc 

• Participation to tango theatre shows

• Organisation of tango courses for all levels 

• The development of a Tango Curriculum for tango 

beginners: SIBIANGO - a way of tango

• Lucian and Raluca have participated as a dance couple 

in several dance events in Romania as: “Milonga Nacional 

Tango Festival”, “History of a Lost Love Dance Festival”,  

in 2014, were special guests at the “Ion Dacian” Opera 

& Musical Center, jury members at the First Romanian 

Tango Championship, etc.

• Workshops for the development of stage tango in Romania

• Participation to international festivals,  championships, 

congresses, symposiums, seminars, theaters and other 

tango events

• Organisation of exchanges of experience with other 

associations and recognized personalities in the field of 

tango, dance and art in the country and abroad
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9th September: 

Opening of the European Week of Sport – Ministry of Youth 

and Sport

Tango workshops with Laszlo Budai and Andrea Pirity and 

Lucian Stan and Raluca Aldea, 

Performances:  Lucian Stan and Raluca Aldea and local guest 

artists – Augustin Paun and Oana Ispir 

10th September 

Workshops with Lucian Stan and Raluca Aldea, Carlos 

Maturano and Heide, Laszlo Budai and Andrea Pirity

The Teachers’ Seminar that took place on Saturday, 

September 10th, from 10.00-13.00, at the Cervantes Institute 

in Bucharest, was dedicated to debating the role of tango at 

national and European level.

Tango teachers / tango instructors / tango events organizers/ 

representatives of various non-governmental NGOs from 

Romania, people preparing to become tango teachers, along 

with tango teachers from the 5 European partner countries 

of the project (Romania, Italy, France, Austria, Hungary), 

participated in the event and talked about the specificities of 

the tango communities in Italy, Hungary, Austria, Argentina, 

France. The event was moderated by Ileana Taroi from Radio 

Romania International.

During the Tango for all Teacher’s Seminar Day in Bucharest 

we facilitated the exchanges of good practices, transfers 

of knowledge and the networking of stakeholders active at 

national and international level:

EUROPEEN WEEK OF SPORT / TANGO 

• we talked about the importance of clarity in the objectives 

of an NGO activating in the tango domain: objectives, 

function, goals, vision, strategic plan, etc.

• we shared our knowledge about the code of ethics in 

tango, with a specific thematic on integrity, equity and 

transparency. 

• we analyzed the involvement of stakeholders in each of 

the partner countries

• we talked about how to manage better our organisation 

and what business model is best. 

• we tried to discover why our target groups are different, 

and how we can attract and engage also youth and 

elderly people. 

• we talked about transparency reports of our association 

and how these can have a positive impact on the image 

that we develop in our communities. 

Opening Conference “European Week of Tango”

In the presence of the Director Centrul Cultural Casa Artelor – 

Mrs. Alice Barb, also Ambassador of the Tango for all project; 

Mariano Castro – Argentinian pianist, guitarist, also Ambassador 

of the Tango for all project, Anca-Maria Ionescu, President of 

the Asociatia pentru Cultura si Tango (A.C.T.), representatives of 

the Romanian Federation Sports for All, Horia Ioan Iova, Cultural 

Representative of A.C.T., representatives of mass-media. 

11th September

During the day, all the tango dancers, took part at the 

workshops held by Laszlo Budai and Andrea Pirity (Hungary), 

Dimitris Biskas and Mariana Patsarika (France). 
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In the evening an informal tango show with public took place 

at Bragadiru Palace - with all the tango maestros and local 

teachers from Romania – more than 15 Romanian tango and 

dance schools joined our project – there was free entrance 

for everybody! The large public was invited to enjoy various 

tango music with dances from a wide range of tango styles: 

traditional tango, milonguero tango, tango salon, tango 

escenario, tango nuevo, tango alternative, tango fantasia, all 

in the heart of Bucharest. All tango teachers in Romania were 

invited to dance, regardless of school and personal tango 

style. The audience tasted the passion of the Argentinian 

tango expressed in solos, triplets or multiple couples on stage.

Late in the night, when only the dancers from the tango 

community remained, they assisted to the performances 

of the maestros Claudio Forte and Barbara Carpino (Italy), 

Dimitris Biskas and Mariana Patsarika (France) and guest 

artists Manuela Panaite and Iulius Jipescu (Romania). 

12th September 

During the day, all the tango dancers, took part at the 

workshops held by Dimitris Biskas and Mariana Patsarika 

(France), Claudio Forte and Barbara Carpino (Italy). 

In the evening we organised a Seniors’ Night at the Instituto 

Cervantes in Bucharest. Carlos Maturano opened the evening 

that was dedicated to the nonagenarian Argentinian dancer-

phenomon, Norma Electra Felicidad Luissi (Carlos Maturano’s 

mother). The participants have seen the documentary “Tango 

Eterno” that was produced in Austria and Argentina and that 

captured the story of her tango life. Her message for the 

Romanian public was: 

“You are your own limit. There’s something I want to say as little 

thought for your next week of Tango and Tango for All Project. I 

am 90 years old; I dance Tango since I can remember in places 

where the tango was born, and still dancing now. You are your 

own limit. Do not accept, do not limit yourselves. 

I will finish when I decide to finish. It is assumed that for some 

comic reason I should already be “old” to devote to this dance, 

but have won three top Championships in Buenos Aires, and 

many other in several neighborhood, since childhood, that means 

I’m talking seriously. 

Age is a hollow, empty, stupid entirely conventional Number in 

your identity card. Do not give power to that number. You and 

only you decide what that stupid number represents. I’ve laughed 

at it lifetime. It has not been able to beat me, and will not be able 

of beating you. It is part of a criminal system, which puts you 

in alarm. Forget about it as useless. Damned mathematics. The 

Tango saved my life, without him nothing would make sense to 

me because it is indivisible, inseparable from my blood and my 

life, music is in my veins and all my memories. He keeps alive in 

me all the beautiful human beings who have shared that embrace 

with me from my youth and still, always beating me feel. 

I feel his arms and manly scented cheeks all day when other 

gallant men take their places without really replacing them, all are 

irreplaceable.

That is the miracle that only Tango can do.

Do not miss it.”

With my love: Norma Electra Felicidad Luissi. Tango dancer. 

August 04; 2016.
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13th September and 14th September were dedicated 

to the tango workshops about the diversity of the tango styles 

and history: Practical study of the styles – the concept of Orillero 

Style, the Canjengue, the 20s, the 30s, the 40s (Milonguero and 

Orillero), Salon Style, Contemporary or New Style. 

16th September, 17th September, 18th September 

Tango for all moved in Busteni, Romania. 

Bușteni became, during 15-18th September 2016, the inspired 

scene and the perfect framework of a major cultural event, 

the “European Tango Week”, which offered tourists from the 

Prahova Valley and the inhabitants of Prahova County, as well as 

neighboring counties, an extensive program of events dedicated 

to tango and arts associated with it.

The program included free tango lessons, masters’ 

demonstrations, cultural events, concerts, and informative 

sessions. Entrance was free at the events dedicated to the 

general public and with entrance at the workshops offered by 

the professional international dancers and members of tango 

schools in Romania.

The agenda of the most important events that took place in 

Bușteni included among others:

• On September 17, from 16:00 to 20:00 everyone was 

invited to Cantacuzino Castle to watch the Argentine tango 

danced in a dream place! Entrance was free for everyone, in 

line with the slogan of the event, Tango for all!

• Each master from the 5 partner countries in the project held 

a course at Bușteni on September 17 and 18 - the courses 

addressed to the professional tango dancers from Romania 

and the members of the tango schools all over the country.

•  16th, 17th and 18th of September in the CPPI Bușteni 

showroom (16th Paltinului Street) –Argentinean tango nights 

were organized, where any dancer could come with a non-

dancer, the entrance being free for the non-dancer

• On September 17, 20:00 - 21:00, a Tango Gala / Noche de 

Maestros was also held at CPPI, intended for anyone wishing 

to see a unique tango show with internationally renowned 

masters from 5 countries. The event was attended by tango 

lovers from Prahova County, as well as members of the 

numerous tango communities in Sibiu, Iasi and Brasov.

• Also on September 17th, an informal round table with the 

partners in the project took place, where were discussed 

aspects related to the Tango for all - European Tango Week: 

the implementation,  problems encountered, goals for the 

future editions, event results, etc
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Interviews with teachers

“I have two points of view; the Master of Tango and the 

Institutional, since both can say that this project Tango Week in 

Romania is especially important and welcome. Civilization now 

seems dedicated to separate, to prevent the embrace without 

barriers between people from the perspective of their souls. 

One week of Tango, in this context, appears as something 

really challenging, destined to unite again what should never 

have been separated by barriers such as race, language, 

religion. The Miracle called Tango, in the arms of the Romanian 

spirit is a way for that reality. We support strongly, and all the 

organizers.”

Carlos “The Tordo” Maturano. President, National Academy of 

Tango of the Republic of Austria.

“It was a wonderful evening (Gala Noche de los Maestros in 

Buşteni, September 17). I’ve seen so many couples, so many 

different styles, I saw beautiful performances, I saw joy.”

Heide Maria Schmollgruber, Vice-president of Academia 

Nacional del Tango Austria

“I am very happy to be here. It’s the first time I come in Romania 

as a teacher, to teach tango. I am happy that the Romanian 

public know me now. I’d love to come back. If Romanians like 

my tango, my technique, I invite them to Budapest, where I 

organize workshops, shows, in my dance club. “ 

Laszlo Budai, Argentine Tango Dance Theatre Association 

(Hungary)

“The Romanians are very warm, it is the third time we dance 

in Romania and find the magnificent contact with the people 

here. The first thing you fell when dancing is the contact with the 

people. Tango is a dance of improvisation, it’s like a dialogue. 

It’s a complex dance, but it’s for all ages. It’s a pleasant dance 

because it has the spirit of the community in it.” 

Dimitris Biskas & Mariana Patsarika, Association Mouvements 

Dansés - Tango Mon Amour (France)

“I am delighted that so many teachers and so many Tango 

Schools in Romania are partners or supporters of the Tango 

For All project! Thank you for your support and we hope to all 

benefit from this qualitative leap in technique, as a tango event, 

as a milonga experience, as a social impact, as a national and 

European cultural footprint, and why not another way to look 

economically, a Tango project, especially from the perspective 

of the tango dancers, those who want the most, and they can 

afford the least ...” 

Lucian Stan, Asociatia Academia de Tango Argetinian
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Analia Selis

has an extraordinary musical education: graduated as a “music 

teacher” at the “University of Music” in Tucuman, Argentina. 

Between 1997 and 2001 he studied at the Longy Scholl of 

Music in Boston, where he met talented Romanian violinist 

Răzvan Suma, whom he married and moved to Romania. 

“Tango 4 All is a very beautiful project and, as the title says, 

is about tango for all of you: concerts, film screenings, open 

dance lessons for everyone,” said Analia Selis, Argentinian 

singer, one of the ambassadors of the Tango for all project, 

which invited the general public, with her unmistakable 

honesty and joy, to feel the passion and technical perfection 

of Argentine tango. 

Mariano Castro

is a musician, pianist and guitar player, won the Latin Grammy 

Awards (2009 and 2010) in the “Best Tango Album” category. 

Born in Buenos Aires in 1975, Mariano José Castro graduated 

the Melani Music Conservatory with Vera Anosova, Rubén 

Ferrero, Norman Simmons and Nicolás Ledesma. In his 

career as an interpreter, he approaches various musical 

styles, singing alongside rock, jazz, tango, folk and classical 

music as well as piano and guitar soloists. Since 2008, he has 

been part of the world-renowned Narcotango group that fuses 

tango, jazz and electronic music.

Ambassadors Tango for all

Alice Barb

manager of the Cultural Center of the House of Arts in Sector 

3, invited the public to the extensive program of artistic 

performances that were held there

“As a tango lover, I am delighted to invite you to a real tango 

marathon that the House of Arts will organize together with 

the Association for Culture and Tango, where we will have no 

less than 12 tango evenings - concerts, courses, exhibitions, 

film screenings. I invite you to the House of Arts to enjoy the 

passion, the beauty and the elegance of one of the most 

beautiful dances that have ever been invented in one of the 

most elegant and beautiful cultural spaces in Bucharest,“ 

said Alice Barb.

La Morocha (Alina Dumitrescu)

who brought the tango in Romania (on the Buenos Aires 

branch). She founded in 2004 the first Argentinean Tango 

School in Romania - El Tango - together with Cătălin 

Dumitrescu. She took classes with famous tango teachers in 

Buenos Aires. She is currently invited to the big tango festivals 

as a DJ and contributes to the development of the whole 

tango community in Romania.

Carmen Podgorean

is a mother, wife, diplomat, Argentinian tango dancer and 

Latin dancer, a culture and art moderator in Romania, an 

extraordinary and plenipotentiary Ambassador to the Republic 

of Argentina and the Republic of Paraguay.
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“Thank you for this beautiful festival, for what I imagine is a 

lot of time and effort to offer it. In a world where we are each 

on a trajectory sometimes independent of that of others, you 

offered us the opportunity to take the time to slow down, get 

closer, dance, open and share and this has no price.”

Yacine Bourkeb, France

Participant at the Europen Week of Tango in Bucharest

“When I teach, I’m glad to see how people who first came 

without too much convinction begin to relax, make friends, 

explore what they thought could not do and ask more from 

us, from trainers. Tango energizes, motivates, provokes and 

rewards - it’s simply inexhaustible!”

Luciana Dodu, Romania

Tango Dancer and Instructor

“When you dance, you feel energy, harmony and special 

charm. It is important to be free and open to new, you are not 

in competition with anyone. Among what tango teaches me is 

joy, energy, patience, trust, passion, and connection with the 

other person. It’s great to let yourself to tango, so you can see 

the changes in a short time. It is worth letting you get surprised 

by this dance that becomes a lifestyle.“ 

Iulia Moraru, Romania

Tango Dancer

“Argentine Tango is unpredictable, complex, sensual, provocative, 

free. After a period of contact with the world of Argentine tango, 

you will realize that the personality of the people is found in the way 

they dance. As far as the evolution and progress of the dancer 

is concerned, teaching can make a positive contribution. The 

teaching experience within ACT has helped me to discover first 

of all that presenting a concept and the explanations offered to 

the learners also helps you, as an instructor, to better understand 

that concept or sometimes to discover new things. Secondly, 

and most importantly, the desire to move forward, to help learners 

progress and to motivate them to learn is an important factor.“

Cristian Tudor Dumitran, Romania

Tango Dancer and Instructor

“Tango has taught me to have a great deal of balance with 

myself, to know and accept, tango gave me a great chance 

to express myself differently than dancing, I’m a tango dresses 

designer and I love what I do.”

Cristina Mayer, Romania

Tango Dancer

“Tango is a state of mind that involves passion, love and the 

pleasure of seeing some people who really know what they 

are doing with professionalism.” 

Doina, Romania

Participant at the European Week of Tango, Bucharest

Testimonials Participants
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Romania: 

More than 2,000 Romanian dancers and spectators 

participated in the “Tango4All - European Tango Week” event, 

held in Bucharest and Busteni, 9-18 September, for the first 

time in Romania, during an unprecedented celebration in 

Romania dedicated to the most artistic of the dances, tango. 

“The enthusiasm, the receptiveness and the joy with which 

both the amateur and the professional (dancers and tango 

teachers) received the first such event in Romania, within 

the Erasmus + Program, demonstrated that the tango has 

surpassed the niche dance status and has become more 

popular and well-known, one of the declared objectives of the 

Tango for all project.” 

(Anca Ionescu, President of Asociatia pentru Cultura si Tango, 

Romania).

Hungary: about 200 participants to the local events

“People liked the idea of the project and they were really 

impressed that it was supported by EU. In our country the 

awareness of the project among the general public was made 

through: tango shows in theatre, classes for totally beginners; 

promotion of the event among seniors.” 

(Andrea Pirity, Hungary)

Results of the Tango for all project 

Austria: more than 200 participants to the local events, 10% 

between 18-25 years old, 60% between 25-50 years old, 

30%  over 50 years old

Italy: more than 200 participants to the local events

France: about 400 participants to the local events  

“What was very positive in the local events, and we can 

consider it as a good example, was the extensive promotion of 

the events. A promotion that included flyers, posters, websites, 

social media but also personal contact with tangueros and 

announces in milongas and tango workshops. The extensive 

promotion touched about 7000 people (tangueros or not) and 

raised the awareness for the events and for the European 

Week of tango in Romania. 

Another positive point in organizing the local events was the 

fact of collaborating with other associations and NGOs. That 

made the whole organisation much easier in terms of dividing 

the tasks and also much interesting by getting to know how 

other people or associations works for these type of projects. 

Of course, the result was also very positive, gathering people 

in the local events from lots of different tango schools and 

associations.” 

(Mariana Patsarika, France)

Some indicators for the success of the project: 

• 12 tango teachers participants to the kick off meeting in 

Austria

• About 2000 participants on the whole period of the 

European Week of Sport

• 20 media partnerships

• 5 ambassadors of the project: Mariano Castro, Analia 

Selis, Alina Dumitrescu, Alice Barb, Carmen Podgorean

• 7 institutional partners 

• 14 schools of tango that joined the project http://4all.

tangoact.ro/partners/  

• about 100 participants to the opening ceremony in 

Bucharest 

• about 30 tango teachers/organisers/youth workers 

present at the Tango Teachers’ Seminar in Bucharest 

• about 1000 Facebook/Google+ followers/country 

Some products of the project: 

• 2000 flyers

• 200 posters

• 6 roll-ups

• 300 conference materials

• 1 site of the project http://4all.tangoact.ro/ 

• 1 Good practices in tango/good governance booklet

• 1 draft of an International Federation of Tango 

Innovative aspects of the project

• All the participants in our project have achieved 

competences that will help them grow at personal and 

professional level: social and civic competences, sense 

of initiative and entrepreneurship, initiative, creativity, 

problem solving, agility and dynamism, team working. 

• The first event organized at national level that involved 10 

maestros from 5 countries.

• The first meeting of NGOs in the domain of tango – Tango 

Teachers’Seminar in Bucharest

• The first time when tango schools from Romania had their 

doors opened, and have done voluntary activities that 

also addressed the young and elderly population. 

• Our project increased the quality of education in the 

domain of sport/tango and brought more variety into 

it, as we organized best practices sharing among the 

representatives of the 5 countries. 

• The tango teacher’s mobility in Austria for the kick-off 

meeting gave the Tango for all team new insights on 

educational establishments from the participant countries.

• Our project has as a result a research on the tango 

phenomenon in Europe – in the partner countries among 

teachers and also participants in the tango classes. 

Tango for all Study: 

The tango for all study consisted of 2 on-line questionnaires – 

one for the tango dancers in the 5 countries participants in the 

project and one for the tango teachers and tango assistants. 

The questionnaires were available in 4 languages: Romanian, 

English, French, and Italian. 

There are a total of about 600 registered answers at the 

moment of writing this guide (June 2017).  

The main objectives of this survey were: 

• Study the perception of dancers and tango teachers 

about tango communities and the status of the tango 

teachers / schools in each country.

• Analyze perceptions on creating a European/World 

tango federation to coordinate the tango schools in 

Europe/worldwide
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France Hungary Romania Notes

42.90% 46.90% 44.40% teachers are generally satisfied about the tango community in their city

57.10% 81.30% 66.70% teachers think that things in their city in the tango community are going in 
the right direction

53.10% 53.10% 66.70% teachers don’t co-opt other tango schools in my city/other cities

9.50% 21.90% 33.30% teachers feel that there is a lot of fragmentation between the tango schools 
in their community

28.60% 21.90% 11.10% teachers would like that a national/international organization would unite all 
the tango schools in their community

Teachers’ Questionnaire 

*For the countries Austria and Italy there weren’t sufficient data to interpret 

France Hungary Romania Notes

44.2% 39.3% 34.3% dancers are generally satisfied about the tango community in their city

65.1% 83.1% 80% dancers think that things in their city in the tango community are going in 
the right direction

24.1% 19.4% 14.3% dancers feel that there is a lot of fragmentation between the tango schools 
in their community

25.5% 13.4% 25.7% dancers would like that a national/international organization would unite all 
the tango schools in their community

Dancers’ questionnaire 

*For the countries Austria and Italy there weren’t sufficient data to interpret 

What do you think are the reasons for this fragmentation / rivalry between tango schools in your community?

*For the countries Austria and Italy there weren’t sufficient data to interpret 

France Hungary Romania

ü  The large number of tango schools ü  Financial interest ü  Ego

ü  The financial interest ü  Rivalry, gossips, and the emotionally/
intellectually immature attitude of some 
teachers and also students.

ü  Money and pride are the first, of 
course.

ü  The reduced number of students in 
relation to the number of schools

ü  Each school tries to attract a bigger 
and bigger clientele, hence, rivalry is 
inevitable.

ü  The Romanian tendency in which 
everybody wants to be the boss.

ü  Oversized Egos of the tango teachers ü  Personalities/attitudes of teachers ü  Lack of a coherent common 
language in terms of technical 
aspects of tango.

ü  Each organizer acts only in his 
personal interest and wants to stand 
out from the others with his/hers 
events etc. 

ü  Some teachers prefer to have their 
students around them all the time and 
don't encourage them to go to milongas 
or practicas to other schools.

ü  Lack of pedagogical skills of 
instructors.

ü  A teacher who knows nothing 
about tango arranges to discourage 
competition.

ü  Various schools teach various dance 
styles.

ü  Lack of professionalism in 
general.

ü  Because for only maybe 300 active 
dancers we have some 40 teachers.

ü  Everyone wants to say their own 
version

ü  This is just a healthy rivalry.

ü  Because tango is an improvisational 
dance, and people have big egos.
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France

• Not sufficiently developed in small provincial towns

• In a more social context, not enough links between 

different cities

• Active

• Developed, diversified, experienced

• Competitive

• Not very wide

• Excellent

• Expanding

• A surprising small delay compared to other countries. A 

fairly low general level cohabiting with high self-esteem.

Hungary

• Slowly developing

• Unfortunately, not very friendly or giving importance to the 

human contact

• Various 

• Live, fantastic

• Improving

• Passive

• Locked, square-headed, not looking forward - very much 

locked into the day-to-day and not considering the future 

growth of the community

• Stagnating, very few new people stay for a long time

• It is a small but persistent community

• There is lively and flourishing community with many-many 

beginners and with only a few dozens of intermediate and 

advanced dancers. The majority of the advanced dancers 

are teachers

• Hopefully growing more open

• The same

• Convivial in some areas, not very open in others

• Closed and intolerant

•  It is very diverse, it is difficult to describe it. There is a shortage 

of young people even if this is not the case in some cities.

• The community is big even if sometimes there are conflicts 

between teachers

• Promising

• Aging

• Very heterogeneous

• Nice, welcoming, but of course with some problems

• Money and not quality oriented

• Fragmented, a little closed, snobbish, not easy going, but 

many nice individuals

• Growing, but not everybody invests enough into their own 

development

• Small, but growing.

• Most of the people are influenced by the show-offs of 

professional dancers. Unfortunately there are tango 

schools that offer services to learn show-offs only. It is like 

teaching the walk only on the first class then the teachers 

immediately jump on to patterns. The result is a false 

measurement where people are classified as beginners 

if they are only enjoying tango and do not do show-offs

• Colorful. Lots of schools, lots of milongas and events

• Age group mostly 35+. We all need more cultural 

background, to learn some argentine folklore 

How would you describe the tango community in your city? - Teachers Romania

• Few leaders

• Petty

• Changing

• An open, constantly growing community and it is right where 

it should be after only 10 years of tango history in Bucharest.

• At the beginning of the road

• Growing

• Minor

• Small community, very pleasant, in a continuous 

development

How would you describe the tango community in your city? - Students

France

• Active, dynamic, effervescent

• Few young people

• Heterogeneous, but too focused on competition and 

performance

• It is a “connected” community that communicates and 

tries to create a link

• Broken into irreducible chapels

• In development and growth

• Not much communication between local communities

• Sometimes elitist

• Diverse and varied, from 7 to 77 years

• Very demanding and serious 

• The community lost its personality and values for the 

benefit of money

• Perhaps not very open to experimental forms of tango

• Well represented

• Too confidential

• Technical

• For all tastes, all styles, but, therefore, very segmented

• Too discreet and selective

Hungary

• Friendly, active, great, sparkling  

• Small - Slowly developing and growing 

• To less importance to the human contact 

• Very colored and diverse. Most members are grouped 

around a school/teacher, but apart from two quite closed 

“sub-cultures” (there’s a nuevo group and a rather “old-

guard” one), there is frequent overlapping and movement 

between these groups

• Quite open minded

• Snobbish

• A lot of organizers that offer fantastic milongas and 

festivals 

• Very open to foreigners who also bring a lot to the 

community

• Smart and clever people, many 40+ dancers from both 

the two gender

• Too much competition. Not building Society but building 

Ego.

• Very elitist. Newcomers have a hard time dancing at 

milongas. Sexism is also present, attractive girls can be 

very popular among leaders frequently ignoring others. 
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• Very elitist. Newcomers have a hard time dancing at 

milongas. Sexism is also present, attractive girls can be 

very popular among leaders frequently ignoring others. 

Many teachers frequently disregard floor etiquette.

• Fragmented/Segregated. Also anyone can become a 

teacher now. I think many who call themselves teachers 

are rather instructors with their own method and no real 

regard for the students

Romania

• Great, fun and beautiful

• Little and the same people

• Unfortunately very few leaders

• Most of the people I’ve been interacting with so far seem 

to share more than the passion for tango - a very good 

human quality to my liking 

• Fragmented - according to my standards there is no 

tango community in Romania - a group of people with 

common ideals and directions

• It’s a smart, happy community

• Interesting and very diversified

• Almost nonexistent - up to 15 active and regular people 

at courses and workshops, the others are only occasional 

participants at 1-2 events per year

• Friendly, but too small 

• Varied 

• Very warm and enthusiastic, welcoming and joyful

• Not very united

• Increasing

• Young

• Too comfortable and without motivation 

• At the beginning of the road

• Growing

• Minor

• Small community, very pleasant, in a continuous 

development

If you had the chance to leave a message to all the tango teachers and all potential tango teachers, what would 

your message be?

France

• Stay open and accessible. Put yourself in question 

constantly because nothing is ever acquired. Be 

curious about how other teachers work: go and try 

other teachers ‘classes! Let us be in solidarity with one 

another.

• More communication between schools.

• Improve your teaching skills and always do other dances 

or body activities to nurture your anatomy and physiology 

skills of the movement.

• Be professional and open

• Continue to study

• Stop complaining, we have a lot of work to do, we must 

create new dancers

• It is the body that dances and not the self-image

• Go ahead, go ahead

• Continue to take courses yourself, remain dancer above 

all, and spend more time in the studio to work your 

dance, than in schools to teach. 

• Attempt to balance between what the tango gives you 

and what you give for the tango

• Stay in the exchange, do not lock yourself in, and 

collaborate with each other

• Do not act for your school but for the tango. Also 

communicate to develop user-friendliness.

• Open, share, live and spread this message to your 

students: the tango is made to share, to love, to live a 

passion, an art, to vibrate from heart to heart

• Be more solidary and more united, we all do the same 

job, we all work for the same passion

• Take a trip to Buenos Aires

Hungary

• Try to teach the easiest steps and moves and give 

importance to the embrace, the feelings, the sensation 

of the movement and teach the social codes of tango 

for a better ambiance in the milonga and a better contact 

with the others.

• Don’t stop taking classes.

• Learn as much as you can about yourself, your 

own emotions and how to manage them, then learn 

pedagogy, psychology and learn how to work with 

people with empathy and humanity. Technical skills you 

can learn like everyone else. Emotional intelligence on 

the other hand is rare and by learning that you can stand 

out! Emotional intelligence unlike IQ, can be improved by 

learning, trainings. Maybe not immediately, but surely you 

will get to the top. To the real one, because marketing is 

just marketing - beautiful steps without any real character 

behind them. Actions speak louder than words.

• Encourage students to go to any milonga, and any 

teacher for better results.

• Keep doing what you do, but be open minded and search 

for other possibilities within the community. Encourage 

your students to learn from other teachers too.

• Just be yourself, enjoy and please don’t hate each other!

• Do what you believe in and makes you happy but 

doesn’t harm others at the same time.

• Open your heart and give quality

• Look into your heart and be honest.

• Do not ever stop developing yourselves, you can always 

get better and better.

• Take care with the peoples, not with yourself. Put your 

heart into all class.

• Keep dancing! Dance as much as you can!

• Teach walking well and dance with all of your students 

frequently. The show-off from the teacher is useless and 

on long term will be the cause of issues. For example 

this questionnaire exists because there are problems. 

Problems do not arise from the enjoyment of the tango 

on the dance floor.

• Just enjoy, don’t try to impress or leave up to any 

expectations.

• Continue your activities with same enthusiasm and love.

• Dance every day!

• Keep up with the tango evolution, teach standard 

concepts as well as musicality, which is also evolving
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Romania

• Teach from your heart, with passion and only if you have 

an instructor’s vocation. Forget about you ego!

• Not all good dancers can be good teachers, and not 

all very good instructors are necessarily super visible 

masters.

• Dance well is only in happy cases equal to teaching well. 

If you do not have the necessary vocation, you’d better 

do something else (organize events, etc. ...)

• Continue to learn at all times.

• The simple ability to dance beautifully does not make 

anyone to be a good instructor / teacher.

• Teaching by the ear, concepts / techniques learnt from 

different other teachers, damages the learners

• Tango is an international cultural phenomenon, social 

dance, be careful in what form you deliver it

• The attitude “if so said Master X” means that it is like 

that, without verifying whether it is true or not, it always 

results in the perpetuation of the wrong information to the 

students

• Be honest, warm, confine yourself to teaching what you 

master because it’s important to give little and good 

information. Continue to grow! There is no need for an 

organization to defend the instructor’s interests. The 

dancers, once they leave the classroom and get into 

the social tango space, will become alone aware of the 

quality of the instructor and of the information received.

• Go ahead, no matter how hard it may be. 

• Judge less and do more, if you want to help bringing 

new people to tango

• Through a beautiful collaboration we can do wonderful things.

*For the countries Austria and Italy there weren’t sufficient data to interpret

The results of the project can also be consulted on:

http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/projects

https://www.facebook.com/ForAllTango
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The EU has defined some principles for the good 

governance in Sport: 

CLARITY OF PURPOSE/OBJECTIVES: Absolute clarity on the 

proper role, function, responsibilities and objectives of sports 

bodies is a critical first step to good governance. The precise 

role, function and objectives of each sports body should be 

clearly set out in its foundation and constitutional documents and 

incorporated into the vision, strategic plan and communication 

protocols adopted by the sports body concerned. 

CODE OF ETHICS: Sports bodies should develop a code of 

ethics binding on all members, stakeholder, participants, staff 

and volunteers. It should embrace a range of ethical practices 

and inform the conduct and culture of the organisation as a 

whole by instilling values of integrity, equity and transparency 

and an appreciation of acceptable conduct 

STAKEHOLDER IDENTIFICATION AND ROLES: Each sports 

body will have different stakeholders reflecting its particular 

range of participants and interested parties. 

DEMOCRACYAND MINIMUM STANDARDS: clear 

organisational framework, identification of decision making 

organs, identification of procedural rules, role and rights of 

members and stakeholders, minimum democratic principles 

for appointment to decision making bodies.

Good governance in tango?
Can be achieved in Europe?

DELEGATION AND COMMITTEES:  Clarity of responsibilities for 

the different organs that make decisions within a sports body 

is critical to promoting the efficiency of policy development 

and effective governance. 

MANAGEMENT:  In most sports bodies, the board constitutes 

the executive organ providing a supervisory and monitoring 

role over the day to day activities and management of the 

organisation. The board therefore represents an essential 

component of good governance in sport. The successful 

implementation and acceptance of good governance in a 

sporting body is influenced by whether and how well the board 

and the management embrace good governance. The board 

and management should seek to promote a culture of good 

governance throughout the entire organisation, for example by 

conducting appropriate training and qualification measures, 

among other things. 

JUDICIAL/DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES:  It is preferable 

for a separate judicial/disciplinary code to be developed, 

incorporating clear disciplinary rules, sanctions and procedures. 

Members, stakeholders and all participants should agree to be 

bound by the code and the sanctions imposed. 

INCLUSIVITY AND YOUTH ENGAGEMENT: Sports bodies 

should be inclusive and represent the diverse nature of society 

and their sports whether by reference to gender, race, sexuality, 

disability, age or otherwise. By selecting from the widest 

possible talent pool for all positions and at all levels the most 

skilled, experienced performers can be identified and engaged 

by sports bodies. In developing sports policy and promotional 

initiatives it is good practice for sports bodies to engage and 

consult with representative youth groups as a form of future 

proofing for the sport to minimise generational disconnects.

STATUTES, RULES AND REGULATIONS: The statutes, rules 

and regulations of sports bodies should be available as public 

documents, be clearly drafted and identify the process for 

amendment. 

ACCOUNTABILITY AND TRANSPARENCY: Sports bodies 

should establish clear levels of oversight and accountability for 

their various decision making bodies to ensure that powers are 

exercised appropriately and consistently with the objectives and 

functions of the relevant body: Establishment of accountability 

standards / Checks and balances, Performance indicators, 

Internal control measures, Financial information, Distribution 

of funds, Risk management, Confidentiality,  External and 

internal communication, Professional development of staff and 

volunteers.  

In the tango world this principles still need to be explained, developed and internalized. Maybe, in the near future 

the tango schools/NGOs working in this area will probably feel the need to co-operate and develop effective 

working relationships recognizing their respective competencies if they want to develop and perform better.
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What do you think are the reasons for the rivalry 
between the tango schools in your community?
Dancers and teachers’ anonym answers from the Tango for all questionnaires

Romania: 

“Money and pride are first, of course.” “There is a Romanian tendency in which everybody wants to be the boss.” 

“Lack of a coherent common language in terms of technical aspects of tango. Lack of pedagogical skills of instructors. 

Lack of professionalism in general.”

“The artistic ambitions of the initiators of the different schools, differences in the approach to the social dimension of the 

dance, the differences between the business models used in the promotion and strategies to keep the students loyal to 

only one school.”

France:

“The reduced number of students in relation to the number of schools.”

“Oversized Egos of the tango teachers.” 

“Each organizer acts only in his personal interest and wants to stand out from the others with his/hers events etc.” 

Hungary:

“Some teachers prefer to have their students around them all the time and do not encourage them to go to milongas or 

practice to other schools.”

“The way the teachers are watching other schools and their way of living / thinking which is not always inclusive for a 

better overall tango community”.

“Various schools teach various dance styles.”

Financer: Erasmus+ 

Tango for all was co-financed by the European Commission through the Erasmus + Program, Action Collaborative 

Partnerships, Sub-action Not-for-profit European sport events. 

Institutional partners of the project:

Mass media parteners:

Tango/dance schools that joined the project:

About A.C.T. 

The Association for Culture and Tango is a non-governmental, non-profit, politically non-partisan association, established 

in 2012. The mission of the association is to promote the Argentine tango as “Intangible Cultural Asset”, registered in the 

list of ‘World Heritage’ as it personifies the cultural diversity, dialogue and represents the essence of a community. 

contact@tangoact.ro

+4 0742 356 884

+4 0749 164 043

Contact 

http://tangoact.ro 

http://4all.tangoact.ro

http://concert.tangoact.ro

http://partener.tangoact.ro



Tango
The only type of dance that can be categorized as art and the only form of dance art that is also a sport (through the sense of 

rhythm, the rapid tempo, the harmonic synchronization of the movements of the partners and the controlled balance of the posture), 

tango was part of an unprecedented celebration in Romania. Between 9-18th September 2016, in Bucharest and Busteni, the 

“Tango for All” project spoke a single language: tango, the unique dance included in the UNESCO immaterial patrimony.

“I would like that the population from Romania becomes like the population in Buenos Aires in the Golden Age because we 

were always embracing each other, we were building 3 minutes of art together, it doesn’t matter the language, the color of 

the skin, the religion, it doesn’t matter… only the tango can do that, because what is the political system that was able to 

connect 2 persons – one Muslim and one Jew, the black with the white..but the tango did it ..not only did it… it continues to 

do that, our essentials are important, when you embrace you feel – we are brothers, I can feel that, it doesn’t matter what 

the philosopher says, I just know it.” 

Carlos “The Tordo” Maturano. 

President, National Academy of Tango of the Republic of Austria.

“Tango for all” project is funded by the European Commission through the Erasmus + program, Action Collaborative Partnerships related to the 2016 

European Week of Sport. This material reflects only the author’s view and the Agency and the Commission are not responsible for any use that may be 

made of the information it contains.


